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GENERAL MULTIPLICITY AS A MAPPING

CHAN-BONG PARK AND Mr-KyuNG KIM

I. Introduction

A first treatment of multiplicities was ~iven by Chevalley ([3J),
who studied geometrically them on local rings. The theory of multipli
cities in ~eneral Noetherian rings was initiated by Samuel ([6J), who
based his theory on a generalization of the Hilbert function. M. Ausl
ander and D. A. Bushsbaum ([l]) have taken up and extended an
approach first suggested by J. P. Serre. They employed the methods of
homology. K. Blackburn studied multiplicity with the other meth9d not
Hilbert function or homology methods ([2J), and D. J. Wright who
got suggestions in Auslander and Bushsbaum's thesis([7J) investigated
K. Blackburn's results in the general viewpoint.

Throughout this note, R is a commutative Noetherian ring with unity,
and all modules are finitely generated over R, unitary and E', E, E",
ect. will always denote R-modules. h 2, •••sand 1'1, 2, •••s of R will
denote ideals generated by rh r2, "', rs and rt', rl, "', rs' respectively,
and It,; the ideal generated by the set which ri, rj are deleted from the
set {rh r2, "', ri, rj, "', rs} and 1u(1), "', u(s) the ideal generated by
ru(1), "', rues) for some permutation (J in symetric group on S letters.
Most of others will be taken from Northcott's book ([5J) .

The purpose of this note is to investigate whether the multiplicity
can be defined or not as a mapping from @R to Zo, and to study its
properties, where @R is a Category of all finitely generated R-modules
and Zo is nonnegative integers.

Accordingly, it suggests that the authors' result can be refered to the
multiplicity as the mapping.

11. Preliminaries
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DEFINITION 1. rh r2, "', rs (8~0) of R will be said to form a
multipicitysystem on E. if LR(E/Ih 2, "', sE)<oo. When 8=0 this
condition is to be understood as meaning that LR(E)<00.

DEFINITION 2. Let rh r~, "', rs be a multiplicity system on E. The
multiplicity of 71, r2, "', rs on E denoted by eR11. 2'· ... s(E) is defined
as the followings; when 8=0, we put eRO(E) =LR(E)~ Assume that
8~1 and the multiplicity symbol has been defined for E and multiplicity
system with only 8-1 elements. We define eR11'2' ...,s(E), to be eRIl

. (E/nE)-eR1i(0: Erl).

We first list well known properties without proof.

LEMMA 1. Let O~Es~Es_l~..•~Eo~ 0 be an exact
sequence. Then
s
L: (-1) f.!LR(Ep ) =0 ([5J, Theorem 20, P.58).
1'=0

LEMMA 2. Let 0~ E'~ E~ E"~ 0 be an exact sequence
and let rER. Then an exact sequence of the form
O~O: E,r ~O: Er~O: E"r ~E'/rE' ~E/rE
~E"/rE"~O

can be constructed ([5J, Lemma 3, P.301).

LEMMA 3. Let 0~Ep~ ..•~El~ Eo~ 0 be an exact
sequence and suppose that rh "', rs is a multiplicity system
on each term. Then
p .

L: (-1)!eR11.2....,s(Ei )-:..O ([5J, Corollary 1, P.302).
;=0

LEMMA 4. Let rh 72, "', rs(82:.2) be a multiplicity system on E. If
(1 is a permutation of {I, 2, "', S}. Then

. eR11,2'···.s(E) = eR1"(l) .....<T(S) (E) ([7J, Theorem 2, P.274).

LEMMA 5. Let rh r2, "', rs and rt', ri, "', rs' be elements of R such
that I h 2, "', s R=I' h 2, "', s R. Then
eR11' 2' .,. . s(E) = eRI'1'2' ... 'sCE) ([1J, Theorem 4, p.278)
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Ill. The important properties of the multiplicity and the main
theorem

PROPOSITION 1. Let 0~ E'~ E~ E"~ 0 be an exact sequence
and suppose that rr, r2, "', rs is a multiplicity system on
each term. Them
eRII' 2' .. , , sCE) =eRI l' 2'''' , sCE') +eRII' 2' ... ' s (E").

Proof. If 8=0, then by Lemma 1,
LR(E') -LR(E) +LR(E") =0
LR(E) =LR(E') +LR(E").

Since eRO(E) =LR(E),
eRO(E) =eRO(E') +eRO(E").

Assume that 8 ~ 1 and this theorem is true for 8-l.
By Lemma 2, we get an exact sequence

o~o: E,rr ~o: Erl ~o: E"TI ~E'/rIE'~
ElrlE~ E"IrIE"~ o.

By Lemma 3,

eRIi (E" / rrE") -eRIi (El rrE) +eRIi (E' I rIE')
-eRIi (0 : E"rr) +eRIi (0 : Erl) -eRIi (0 : E,rl) =0.
eRIi(ElrrE)-eRIi(O: Err)=eRIi(E'/rlE')-eRIi(O: E,rl)

+eRIi (E" I rIE") -eRIi (0 : E"rl)
eRII'2"" ,s(E)=eRII'2"" ,s(E')+eRII'2' ''''s(E''),

which completes the proof.

PROPOSITION 2. Let rh r2, "', rs be a multiplicity system on E. Assume
that for some particular value of i, we have rt'E=O, where mEZ+. Then

eRII'2'''' .s(E)=O.

Proof. The exchange property of the multiplicity symbol shows that
we may assume that i=1. Having made this assumption we proceed to
prove the proposition by induction on m.

Suppose that m = l.
The rlE=O andthereforeElrrE=E and 0: Erl=E.

eRII'2' ""s(E)=eRIi(ElrlE)-eRIi(O: Erl)
=eRIi(E) -ei/i(E)
=0.
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Proof. Consider the natural mapping t/J : E--'J'EIK. Since K +TE is
mapped onto T(EIK), then EI(K+TE)~(EIK)IT(EIK).

LEMMA. 7. (L: ET)jK=(LIK): EIKT.

Proof. Consider the natural mapping if> : E ------>; ElK. If eEE then
t/J(e) E (LI K) : EIKT if and only if eEL: ET. It follows that

(L : ET) I K = (LI K) : ElKT.

PROPOSITION 3. A useful special case of Lemma 7 is obtained by putting
L=K. This yields

(K: ET) I K=O : EIKT.

PROPOSITION 4. Let 71, T2' "', Ts of R be a multiplicity system on E. If
Ti+l is not zero divisor on EII(;:},(;z.··· .sE, for O:S:i:S:S-l, then

eR11' 2' ••• ' sCE) =LR(EI110 2, "', sE).

Proof. Put Ei=EII(;r,(;z, ...• sE. Then
. 0 : E j Ti+1 =0 : EII(;:}, (;Z, -.. ,sETi+l

=I~,(;z: ... ,sE: ETi+1II(;:}, ... s E (by proposition 3)
=0.

Et!Ti+lEi= (EII(;z, ... sE) ITi+1 (EII(;:}, ... ;sE)
~EII(;:}."', sE+Ti+lE (by Lemma: 6)~

.; -:.Ei+1•·

eR11' 2' ••• ,s(E)=eR1i{E/T1E) ~eRli(O : ETl)
=eR1i (El) ( ';-E/TlE= El)
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=eRIH.(Ed72El) -eRIH(O : E172)
=eRIi: 2(E2)

=eRO(Es)

=LR(Es)
=LR(Ejh2. ···_.sE).

Accordingly, eRI1' 2' ...' sCE) =LR(Ejh2. "·.sE).

LEAMM 8. eR! I' 2' ...• s (E) is a non-negative integer.

Proof. .Using proposition 2 and the exact sequence

0-0: E71n
- E - E j(0: E71n

) -0,
for some positive integer n, we obtain

eRI1.2..... s(E)=eRI1.2..... s(Ej(0: E71n».
Since the chain

o: E71~0 : E712~0 : E713~ ....•.
must terminate, it follows that if n is large enough then 71 is not a zero
divisor in El (0 : Erln) =E* (say). Therefore

eRI l' 2' .... s (E) =eRI l' 2' .••' s (E*) =LR(E* IrlE*).
Hence eR I l' 2' ...' s (E) is a non-negative integer.

THEOREM 1. Let @R be a Category of all finitely generated R-modules
and Zo is non-negative integer. 11.2"" s is an ideal of R such that
L R(Ejh2... ·.SE )<oo for EE@R'
A mapping qJ: @r-'>Zo by qJRIl'2..... s(E)=eRI1'2' .... s(E), for h2."·.S
of EE@R, has the following properties.

(1) Let 0 - E' - E - E" - 0 be an exact sequence, where
E', E, E" E@R, then

qJRIl' 2' ...' s (E) =qJRII' 2' ...' s (E') +qJRI l' 2' ...' s (E").
(2) If rrE=O for some mEZ+, where Z+ are positive integers,

l:S;;i:S:S and EE@R, then
qJRI1'2' .... s(E) =0.

(3) Let 7i+1 be not zero divisor on EjI(;l, (';?, "'oS E, for O:S:i:S;;S-l,
then

Proof. The proof of (1) is already discussed by proposItIOn 1, (2)
follows by proposition 2 and (3) is clear by proposition 4.
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